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New SBA Executive Board to Be Chosen in 
First-Ever Spring Election Wed. and Thurs. 
by Peter. Scribner 
The Student Bar Association 
is h~lding its first e~er spring 
elections for officers on 
Wednesday and Thursday of 
this week. Eleven students are 
competing for the positions of 
President, Vice President, Sec-
retary and Treasurer. The can-
didates will meet in an election 
eve debate at 5:00 p.m. Tues-
day afternoon in Room 106. The 
polls will be open in front of the 
library from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m . on Wednesday and Thurs-
day. All first and second year 
students are eligible to vote for 
offic;ers. See pages 2 and 3 of 
this special election edition for 
personal statements from each 
candidate. 
The SBA has also proposed 
five sets of c_hanges to its consti -
tution . Each proposal must be 
ratified by a majority of the stu-
dent body in a referendum to 
be held along with the elections 
of SBA officers. Graduating 
ser,io;-.,, along with other law 
students, will be eligible to vote 
in this constitutional referen-
dum. 
The exact text of each pro-
posal, along with the text of the 
current constitution, is printed 
on page 6 in this issue. The fol-
lowing is a summary of each 
proposal and the reasons for 
the change. 
The first proposal involves 
the selection of SBA committee 
members. To a large extent, the 
current constitutional proce-
dures for choosing committee 
members are not · being fol-
lowed in practice and are consi -
dered to be overly complicated. 
_The proposal revises Article V, 
which is the article on commit-
tees, to reflect more accurately 
curr.ent practices. · 
The proposal calls for an Ap-
pointments Commi~tee, to be 
chaired by the SBA President 
and to include any SBA Board 
members who yvant to partici-
pate, to interview potential 
committee members soon after 
the fall election of class direc-
tors. The Appointments Com-
mittee will recommend its 
choices to the whole SBA 
Board, which will make the final 
decision. The SBA may also ter-
minate any appointment by a 
2/3 vot'e. 
The second proposal creates 
a Constitutional article allowing 
constitutional amendments. 
For some unknown reason, the 
current constitution does not 
provide an amending process. 
The proposal would allow 
amendments to be proposed by 
2/3 of the SBA Board and 
ratified by a majority of the stu-
dent body. 
· 
The third proposal deals with 
the te~porary replacement of 
SBA officers who are temporar-
ily absent. This proposal arises 
from the situation last fall, 
when Vice President Todd Bui-
lard was temporarily absent 
due to a heart attack, and the 
constitution was unclear as to 
how he could be temporarily re -
placed. 
Under the proposal, the SBA 
Board may temporarily replace 
an officer who is temporarily or 
permanently absent. The re-
placement would serve until 
the absent officer returns or 
until a new officer is elected. 
Any officer or class director 
who is absent for more than 
four weeks, or misses four con-
se_cutive SBA meetings, will 
have his or her office declared 
permanently vacant. In the case 
of a permanent vacancy, a new 
election will be held unless 
there are less than seven weeks 
before the next scheduled elec-
tion . 
The fourth proposal slightly 
revises the powers of the Board 
of Directors. The current con-
stitution states that diciplinary 
actions may be taken against 
SBA members according to 
"Article VII of this Constitu-
tion ." Unfortunately, there is no 
Article VII, although Bylaw VII 
· · 
•· **********----ELECTIQN CALENDAR 
Tuesday, April 8 
Candidate Debates 
5:00 p.m. - Room 106 
ednesday, April 9 & Thursday, April 10 
Ele-ction of SBA Officers 
(1st & 2nd year students eligible to vote) 
SBA Constitutional Referendum 
(all students eligible to vote) 
POLLS OPEN IN FRONT OF LIBRARY ···••¥••··does refer to discipline actions. Vice President. The current 
The proposal simply states that 
disciplinary actions, including 
the suspension or expulsion of 
members, may be taken ac­
cording to the Constitution, the 
By-Laws, and Roberts Rules of 
Order. Technically speaking, 
this would allow a majority of 
the Board of Directors to expel 
ari SBA officer or director, since 
the constitution requires only a 
majority of the--SBA Board to 
pass a by-law. 
The last proposal simplifies 
the powers of the President and 
Constitution requires those of­
ficers to sit as members of 
some committees that no 
longer exist. The proposal 
eliminates the non-existing com-
' mittees, and also state that the 
powers of the President and 
, Vice President shall not be lim­
ited by the basic provisions of 
the constitution . The idea be­
hind this proposal is that future 
SBA Boards and officers may 
custom fashion the specific 
duties of these two positions 
depending upon the cir­
cumstances at the time. 
Presidential· Candidates Sp~ak With The Opinion 
by Peter Scribner 
(Editor's note: In order to help 
student voters choose from 
among the four candidates for 
SBA President, Ttre Opinion in ­
terviewed each at length. The 
following is an analysis of those 
interviews:) 
Who th1tY are: 
Vicky Argento, a second year 
student, comes from the small 
village of East Rochester in 
Monroe County, a town where 
"everybody knows every­
body." She attended nearby St. 
John Fisher College, and plans 
to return after graduation, and 
work in a small firm or as a solo 
practitioner. stie currentiy 
serves as treasurer of the As­
sociation of Women Law Stu­
dents and as an SBA class direc­
tor. She is on the Student 
Lounge Committee and the 
Academic Dishonesty lnves­
tagatory Panel. 
Todd Bullard comes from 
Henrietta, another town in the 
Rochester area. He attended Al­
legheny College in Pennsyl­
vania, where he served in stu­
dent government for three 
years. As a law student, Todd 
has practicipated in BLSA and 
. the Prisoner's Task Force. He 
was an SBA class director dur­
ing his first year, and he s~rved 
as Parliamentarian and Chair­
man of the Rules Committee. 
, 
He was elected SBA Vice Presi-
dent this year. He worked in the 
State Attorney General's Office 
last summer and plans to work 
with a private Syracuse firm 
this summer. Although he is un­
sure whether he will pursue a 
career in the private or public · 
sector after graduation, he 
thinks he might be interested in 
politics down the line. 
Bullard missed much of the 
second half of the fall semester 
due to a heart attack. "I feel 
great now; my health is not a 
problem." When asked if being 
SBA Presidtmt might prove to 
be too stressful he replied "Not 
at all. I enjoy student govern­
ment, and something you enjoy 
is not stressful." 
Brett Gilbert originally comes 
from New Jersey, although he 
now considers Buffalo his 
home. He receivEjd both his -i.in­
de~graduate and masters de~ 
gree in Philosophy at the Uni ­
versity of Toledo. In between, 
he spent time in Boston as an 
astrophysics student, in Ghana 
as a Peace Corps volunteer, and 
in New Jersey as a high school 
teacher. He currently teaches in 
the UB Philosophy Department 
along with attending law 
school. He is on the editorial 
board of In The Public Interest, . 
and is a member of the Gay Law 
Students Association . Due to 
. 
his teaching committments, he 
has not preyiously run for SBA 
office, but he will not be teach ­
ing next year. Last summer he 
worked in a farm workers pro­
gram in Ohio, and is thinking of 
either teaching or working with 
a legal services or a legal aid 
organization after graduation. 
John Williams, a first year 
student from the eastern end of 
Long Island, was an under­
graduate at SUNY Purchase 
where he was president of the 
student government for two 
years. He was elected an SBA 
director last fall, and ha\served 
on the Rules Committee and the 
Budget Program and Review 
Committee. He is also co-busi ­
ness manager of the year book. 
After law ·school he is thinking 
of working in · business or 
perhaps the media, but he is 
"definitely not thinking of be­
comming just another lawyer." 
Why they are running. 
Gilbert: "I've been a talker 
these last two yea rs. Now I want 
to be a doer, not a talker: put 
up or shut up. We have to get 
students excited in order to get 
· things done, and that takes en­
thusiasm. A lot of students 
know that I am enthusiastic, 
even though it may take a few 
years to get things going. Other 
candidates don't seem en­
thusiastic enough. In any case, 
even if I don't win, it's been 
fun! " 
Williams: "As president of 
my undergraduate student gov­
ernment, I fought for student 
rights. I love to get involved. 
Some others may be intimi­
dated : I'm not that way. We 
may not get all we want, but at 
least students will be taken into 
consideration when decisions 
are made. I think I'm the best 
one for the job. If I thought 
another candidate was better, 
I'd step down. 
Argento: " I've complained a 
lot about this law school; now 
I want to do something about 
it. I care. about people and am 
very good about working with 
others. If elected, I will keep 
bugging the administration to 
get the things we want, and 
promise to work very hard." 
Bullard : "I don't need this for 
my resume. SBA has fallen 
short of _its potential .over the 
last two years, and I want to 
bring it back up. I have leader­
.ship skills of organization, de­
termination and insight. I also 
have a practical approach to the 
limits and the possibilities of 
what SBA can do. I sincerely be­
lieve that I am the most qual­
ified. When I had my heart at­
tack last semester, the response 
of other students showed what 
a special place this is. I would 
like to give something back." 
Where they stand: 
Williams bases much of his 
proposed program for the SBA 
on his experiences in under­
graduate student government. 
For example, at ~UNY Pur­
chase, an Educational Policy 
Committee of 12 faculty mem­
bers and three students made 
most of the major academic de­
cisions. He sees a similar Law 
School Academic Committee 
operating here, with perhaps 
50% student membership. This 
committee would decide on 
such things as course offerings 
and scheduling and anything 
that involves academic policy, 
including for example library 
continued on page 5 















. ..and much, much more! 
SBA Executive Board Candidates 
¥ ¥ President * * * * * * 
\ 
PIiato ·crrdlt: Paul Hammond 
Vicky Argento, President 
I am a second-year law stu­
dent. On April 9 and 10 it will 
be up to you tq decide who is 
the best person to fill the office 
of president of the SBA. This is 
my chance to tell you why I 
think that person is me. 
Although there are many 
characteristics a goo'"d presi­
dent should possess, I feel that 
there are two things which are 
critical. The first es.sential ele­
ment is that you be able to de­
vote the time necessary to fully 
execute the duties of president. 
The second essential element is 
that you have the capacity to 
work well with other people. 
I do not have any other com­
mitments (except for school of 
course) which would prevent 
me from focusing my full atten­
tion on the SBA. I w.ill not be 
working during the school year 
next year and I will not be in­
volved in any other organiza­
tions if I am elected president. 
It is important to know what you 
are getting yourself into when 
you run for office. Because I 
have served as a second-year 
director of the SBA this yea , I 
have a good understanding of 
how much of a time commit­
n1ent the job of president en­
tails. Thus, I am not making an 
uninformed judgment when I 
say that I can anc! will be able 
to devote the time necessary to 
be a strong president. 
In order for the president of 
the SBA_ to perform efficiently, 
he or she has to be able to work 
well with all different types of 
people. It is imperative that the 
pre~ident possess this quality 
to a high degree because it is 
often the situation where you 
will be working with people not 
out of choice but rather out of 
necessity. No matter what 
other qualifications a person 
may have, if you cannot find a 
way to get along with people 
you may not agree with then 
nothing will get done. As pres­
ident, I think that I would be able 
to deal with any situation which 
might arise because I am al ­
ways ready to listen; I respect 
other people's views: and I am 
willing to negotiate. Getting 
along is the key to an efficiently 
run organization. 
As a second-year director, I 
have worked well with the pre­
sent executive board and the 
other class directors. Therefore, 
I feel that I am the candidate 
most able to benefit from hav­
ing the elections in the spring . 
Because I am ready to spend 
the time necessary to learn the 
responsibilities of the office this 
year and because I can work 
well with the current SBA Pres­
ident, Lori Cohen, I can take full 
advantage of her expertise and 
be well prepared to assume the 
duties of president at the end 
of this semes~er. 
When you. decide to run for 
an elected office you must have 
a clear idea of• what qualities 
you possess which will enable 
you to do• the job better tha'n 
anyone else. Because I can de­
vote the · necessary time both 
this semester and next year, 
and because I have the capacity 
to work well with others, I feel 
that I am the best -ehoice for 
SBA president. 
I am fully aware of the prob­
lems that plague the law 
school : the need for a perr.nan­
ent dean, late grades, under­
graduates in the library, heavy 
traffic through O'Brian Hall, and 
the shortage of parking spaces. 
I cannot and will not promis-e 
that I have an easy solution to 
all these problems. I am very 
much against making a lot of 
unrealistic promises just in 
order to get elected. There is 
one promise that I can make be­
cause I know I can keep it. I 
promise that if you see fit to 
elec_t me president of the SBA, 
I will do my very best to solve 
the problems that concern all 
of us and to make this law 
school a better place. 
Photo Credit: fklor ,'-,'irluri 
John J. Williams, President 
I want to be president of the 
SBA because I'm qualified to do 
the job, and believe I can make 
the necessary changes and im­
provements of the SBA. For the 
past year I have been a first-· 
year director and through ·this 
experience I'm familiar wi_th the 
issues concerning the SBA. I be­
lieve that the law school is suf­
fering from an identity crisis . 
We don't know whether to be­
lieve we are ranked 19 or 39; 
we don 't know if the Dean is 
acting Dean to win an academy 
award or to try to guide this law 
school through these tr )ubled 
times. Sometimes I get the feel ­
ing that maybe we are just an 
extension of the UB undergrad 
circle, only our courses exceed 
the traditional 400 level of most 
senio.r year undergrad courses. 
This is evident through the pre­
sence of undergrads in the li ­
brary and the halls of. Grand 
Central Station/O'Brian ·· Hall. 
Many of us don't know why the 
law school bookstore only takes 
checks or money orders, which 
can be a pain sometimes. Some 
students are not aware of what 
the SBA is or does. Many stu­
dents don't know how the law 
school is run. As president I will 
try to provide answers to these 
questions. _ 
For this law school to be 
viewed in a more competitive 
ligh't such as other state law 
schools, (e.g. University of 
Michigan or Virginia), the initial 
thrust has to come from a joint 
effort of students, faculty, and 
administra,tors. We as a team 
have to start trying to achieve 
a more defined sense of identi,ty 
and autonomy by making the UB 
administration realize that we 
delay the posting of stuaent
do exist and our needs have to 
grades should be reminded of
be catered to. This year the SBA 
· the professional respon-
has tried unsuccessfully to get a sibilities of faculty ~members.
meeting with the administra­
A second issue I would ad­
tion to voice various concerns 
dress as SBA president con­
but they haven't been able to 
cerns the lack of word-proces­
fit us into their busy schedules. 
sors in the law school library.
If I were president I would bring 
Most of us are aware of the
the SBA to thei·r office and wait 
word-processors which are
until they could fit us into their available to members ofthe Buf­
schedules. All the other profes­ falo Law Review. I do not doubt
sional schools have a true 
the need of the Law Review ·to 
sense of identity. Why not us? 
Photo Credit: Paul Humm,md have such machines. In fact, IThe SBA has to look to the 
think it is a great idea. MostBrett Gilbert, President • 
first-rate law schools are equip­
outside for help. We need to 
rally our alumni .around us. My motivation for asking you 
ped with word-processors forMore importantly we have to to elect me president is twofold. student use. As SBA president,start lobbying the state legisla- First, I would like to continue I will work with the administra­. tur·e arid the SUNY board of the strong leadership which 
tion to acquire perhaps thr.ee ortrustees. l"refuse to believe that Lori Cohen has exhibited this 
four word-processin91 · unitsthe State of New York will let past year. Lori has done a great 
which would be available to allits only public law school dwin­ job and we need a new presi­
law students, whether it be fordle away and become second dent who can equal her achieve­
Research and Writing or therate . The state is not aware of ments. I believe I can do that . 
Moot Court competition. Ourstudents' concerns about the Second, I would like to apply 
law school should join the ranks present as well as the future of my experience and concern for 
of other mafor law schools bythe law school. The burden student issues so as to effect a 
providing this valuable service· rests upon the SBA to let them few changes here at our law 
to its student population.know our concerns. We have to school. After speaking to many 
There are of course other is­lobby the Buffalo area state students, I believe it can be said 
sues I would address ·as SBAsenators and assembly per­ that most of us are in agree­
president . I would continue andsons. We have .helped to put ment about a few key concerns. 
expand the SBA social activities some of these people into of­ My qualifications for the of­
which were so popular this pastfice; now it's their turn to work fice of president are these . I am 
year, such as the " 3-Day Escape .for us. Many of these Western a second-year law student who 
Buffalo Weekend" and the par­New York State officials are is committed to advancing 
ties at Pine Lodge. I would alsolawyers with strong contacts those ' issues which will help 
work with the administration towith the law school. The SBA make ours a better law school. 
establish on-going studentcould, and should , effectively I have spoken out frequently on 
input as to second and third.initiate and organize such a many issues and have always 
lobbying campaign. year course offerings, perhaps-welcomed the feedback of 
through a permanent commit­Internally, the SBA has to 1hose who disagree with me. 
tee. Finally, I would seek stu­strive for more recognition and This continual dialogue be­
den~ support to establ,ish anrespect from our own adminis­ tween myself and my fellow 
, . SBA speakers committee thattration and faculty . We should students has helped me stay on 
would sponsor . well-knownhave more input into the top of those issues which mat­
speakers which smaller studentbudget process. For instance, ter to law students. I have also 
organizations cannot afford.the law students themselves - .....t:>een able to develop relation­
In closing , I offer the lawshould be involved in the ships with my fellow students 
school student corrimunity en­budget decision process in which are based on candor and 
thusiastic and assertive leader­areas directly affecting their in­ honesty. You will always get· 
ship. My commitment to mak­terest, including the CDO and the truth from me. My experi­
ing our law school a betterthe monies·devoted to teaching ence as a teacher, at the high 
place to learn is (Strong; myand research . Students are the school and college level, both 
ones who best methods of achieving this goalknow where in the United States and in 
will depend upon· honesty and,there is poor lighting and we Ghana, Africa, allows me to ap­
·strength through unity. Theshould have some input into preciate the concerns o'f our fac­
best thing about our law schoolwhat krnd of towels we want to ul~y so as to be· more able to _ 
is its students, and it is only be­dry our hands on in the bath­ respond to these concerns. I be­
ever cause of you that I want to be­rooms. Have any of you lieve I am qualified to be presi ­
come SBA president. As I have actually seen an attendant dent of SBA because I believ_e I 
said before at other moments :change those dirty cloth towels have those qualities which 
with your help we will win.in the bathroom? make for an effective rep resen­
Please vote on April 9 and 10.Students tend to think that tative of the collective will of the 
the SBA is not doing enough . student body. 
As president I would like to try There are several issues 
to work with The Opinion to es­ which I find to be on the minds 
tablish a column in which stu­ of many law students. They are 
dents submit suggestions for the kind of issues which SBA 
the SBA. The bottom line is that can have a significant influence 
the SBA is a student-run organi ­ to affect. The first issue con­
zation and the_goals of the SBA cerns the lack of professional 
have to come from the student responsibility which many law 
body. Contrary to popular belief professors exhibit when they 
we don 't just throw parties. We do not submit student grades 
have to establish an academic - in a reasonable and timely fash­
committee to be a counterpart ion. When students are forced 
to our social committee. to wait months for their grades, 
Through the committee the stu ­ it can only increase the apathy 
dent body could bring up and dislike of law school. This 
academic concerns that need to problem is especially aggravat­ I am running for presi_dent of 
be addressed at this school. ing to graduating seniors and SBA because I sincerely believe 
I have the experience of three those who need completed that I am suited for the position 
years as a student body presi­ transcr.ipts for job applications. both by temperament and ex­
dent at SUNY Purchase. I've It is no wonder that the · treat­ perience. It disturbs me that our 
successfully lobbied in Albany ment of Legal Ethics is slighted student body has short­
against budget cuts and have at this law school when so changed itself by failing to exer­
served on university-wide many of our own professors cise more student input in the 
budget committees. I' ll be a stu­ seem unaware of their own shaping of school policy . We 
dent of this law school for two ethical and professional re­ law students should realize our 
more years. If elected presi ­ sponsibilities. As SBA presi­ potential to make things hap­
dent, I will set long range goals dent, I will act as a conduit pen for the better atthis school. 
that I will continue to work on through which the students can I strongly desire to see a more 
even if I'm not in that position express their thanks to p·rofes­ and studQnt· informed active 
the following year. The bottom_ sors who take this concern of body. A vote for me is a vote 
line is that I need your vote to students serio_usly. However, for balance, stl-ong advocacy 
make· a difference I those professors whp seriously and leadership. 
l'lloto Crrdlt: Paul Hammond 
H. Todd Bullard, P,esident 
-,. . - l
Outline Qualifications and· Goals 
Vice ·President 
reach and education. particularly the SBA board and CO]Jles short again and again;* * * * * * * *From my teaching and or­ its executives. who the en­knows great
ganizing experiences, I have ac­ I do not promise solutions to thusiasms, the great devotions, 
quired many skills which can be all of these problems, nor do I and spends himself in a worthy
valuable for an active, effective claim to have all the answers. cause; who at the besf knows 
SBA vice-president. The ability But I believe I have the skills, in the end the triumph of high 
to accept and delegate respon­ energy and desire to make this achievement; and who at the 
sibility, to create positive per­ a better place for all of us. We worst, if he fails, at least fails 
sonal and professional relation­ all have a duty to be aware and while daring greatly, so that his 
shipll, and to develop thorough, active in creating solutions to place shall never be with those 
creative strategies for dealing what we see as problems, I will cold and timid souls who know 
with challenges are a few of the promise to keep regular, posted neither victory nor defeat. " 
strengths I have to offer. hours at the office and would If elected SBA vice-president, _,,,,,,,o Crwllt: Vktor Sklar/ In law school, I have contri­ 1"1,oto Crwllt: Vktor Sklar/expect all SBA executives and I pledge to follow the wqrds ofJack Luzier, Vice-President buted my time and talents in a directors to do the same. We Brian Bornstein, Vice-President Roosevelt. I will give it my all 
A lot of my fellow students variety of ways_. During my cannot be accountable if we I once asked a friend of mine, and not back down from any 
already know_me and are at tenure as vice-president of the aren't accessible. late President Theodore challenges. I will use my experi­
least somewhat familiar. with . Environmental Law Society, I Roosevelt, what qualities he ence as an SBA class director, 
my background. For those who helped turn an organization In the past we have seen too looks for in an SBA officer, and co-social chairman, and stu­
much of an " us against them"aren't or who may wish to know which was essentially dormant he stated: "It is not the critic dent lounge committeeman to 
a visible, attitude, whether it is toward in­more, a brief synopsis. into· highly active who counts, not the SBA officer pursue concerns of the student 
I was born and raised in West­ ·group. I worked on last year's who points out how the strong body such as the dean search, dividuals, the administration or 
the university and communityern New York and have lived in commenc·ement and orienta­ man/woman stumbled, or course selection, late grades,
at large. This attitude only in­Buffalo for the past 11 years. I tion, and I am presently work­ where the doer of deeds could lack of community feeling, and 
hibits the implementation ofwent to school at Buffalo State, ing with Brian Bornstein on or­ have done them better. The cre­ the need for a student lounge.
positive answers to our ·prob­gradu_ated with a degree in ex­ ganizing this year's Race dit belongs to the SBA officer Also, one needs not to forget 
ceptional education, arid was Judicata (see article in this lems. I am willing to listen to who is actually in the arena ; the broader goals which are to 
the views and ideas of othersemployed for four-and-a-half issue). Now Iwant to do more. whose face is marred by dust maintain and continue to im­
and fashion collective solu­years as a special education I believe that our law school and sweat and blood; who prove the academic and social
tions.teacher. Along with teaching, I is at an important juncture. The strives valiantly; who errs and excellence at the school. 
was very active in local social perceived decline in the quality I could say more but we 
change efforts, particularly with and statu~ of our school, the . lawyers tend to talk too much 
the Sierra Club Radioactive eroding morale of the student as it is. The proof is in the per­ -l:J. Treasurer * *Waste Campaign, where I body, and the threat of even son. The next step is for each of helped to organize numerous more traffic on this campus are you to vote. But it should tie far of the association .to fulfill what 
special events in addition to just a few of the problems that from the last step. Get involved. should be its first and foremost 
working on community out- need everyone's attention, but Thank you for your time. duty: to adequately represent 
the needs and desires of the law 
students. Secretary As a member of SBA, I would 
work towards strengthening a 
Board do jlOt go to waste, but serves functions * * * * * *, SBA more community atmosphere amongare continued until we see than merely planning parties. the law students, achieving 
some tangible results. The SBA is the only voice of the more responsive interaction 
The SBA is an organization law students. It is the only between students and adminis­
that can and does add to our bridge between students and trators, a better and more ex­
experience at UB Law School. faculty. It is important for us to tensive course listing, and a 
But, this does not mean that we have this voice because without l"l,tllo Crrdit: Vlclflr !iklarl closer relationship' between 
should not work to make it a it we are rendered mute. students and their elected SBA 
better organization. I am willing :r-t-ie.re are many changes that Susan Biniszkiewicz, Treasurer representatives. 
to work hard toward this end, need ,to occur within the law First ·of all , let me say that I SBA requires everyone's sup­
and welcome any comments, school: our reputation needs to am aware that the office of treas­ port, cdoperation, concern, and 
suggestions and advice on how be upgraded, we need to gain urer requires a relatively heavy input to make it run effectively,
SBA can better serve the needs respect from the University of time commitment. · So many Please provide your input by
l'ltolo C:rwllt: Paul Hammond and concerns of the law stu­ Buffalo, we need better people have warned me about voting April 9th and 10th. 
dents. I would appreciate your facilities. The SBA is the only that that I guess I must be either 
Karen Buckley, Secretary vote on April 9 and 10. tool we can utilize to implement dedicated or stupid to· seek the 
Thank you for your consider­ these changes. In order to ac­ office (take your pick). Never­
As a second year director, ation. complish-this, the channels be­ theless, I think I'd be a good 
have had an opportunity to be tween the students and faculty treasurer. 
active in SBA and represent my must always remain open. As My qualifications for trea­
classmates. For my third year, secretary, some of ;.,.,y plans to surer include the fact that I am 
I would like to continue my in­ accomplish this would be a a full -set bookkeeper and have 
volvemen·t as secretary. I feel monthly 'newsletter to both stu­ a master's degree in systems 
my experience, commitment dents and faculty in an effort management (something like 
and willingness to work hard to keep communication open, an MBA). I am familiar with 
would serve me well in this ca­ and a suggestion box in the many different accounting sys­
pacity. mailroom where students can tems and have set up some sys­
The position of SBA Secre­ voice their complaints. tems myself, so hopeful! , ·t 
l'ltoto Crwllt: Victor Sklar/tary requires more than just aF .. Although the secretary does wouldn't take long for met be­
tending meetings. Extra hours not have much political power, come familiar with the v cher ~-
Terry Gilbride, Treasurer are called for to ensure that the it still is an important position. 
administration and the student Many of my views will influence Being a mernber of the · l'ltoto Crwllt: Vktor Sklarl 
body are fully informed ·of the the Student Bar Association . I finance committee this past 
issues and concerns addressed Nancy Steiger, Secretary chose to run for secretary for year, I had an opportunity to 
by the board, as well as pub­ There are far too many com­ that reason . I ·want my voice work closely with this year's 
licizing SBA-sponsored ac­ plaints among my fellow class­ heard, I want the opportunity to treasurer which enabled me to 
tivities. I am willing to put in the mates regarding the ineffec­ accomplish changes within the become acquainted with the re­
extra time and effort to ensure tiveness of the Student Bar As­ school. Furthermore, I am or­ sponsibilities of the office. Like 
these .objectives are ac­ sociation. One of the more pre­ ganized and responsible any other voting member of 
complished. valent complaints includes the enough to fulfill the require­ SBA, the treasurer is faced with 
The present SBA executive accusation that the SBA is no­ ments of the position. Even the general issues that involve 
Board has been working to thing more than a social organi­ more important; as a first-year the law school community. 
facilitate communication be­ zation responsible for the im­ director I became familiar with Without setting forth an elabo­
tween the law school adminis­ plem_entation of parties. Other the Student Bar Association. I rate platform, as a member of 
complaints include the sugges­ know how it works and what it Opinion fllr photo SBA, I would like to accomplish 
attempting to amplify the law tion of phasing out the SBA needs to run. I feel tha .it is im-. - the following : 
tration and students, as well as 
Cora Alsante, Treasurer 
students' voice l n decisions on completely. .portant to have this knowledge 1) Re-establishing the law 
the University level. This goal Admittedly, the SBA has im­ in order to effectively serve on Because SBA represents the school's identity within the Uni-
is certainly an ·important and plemented· a large number o·f the executive board. entire student body, it is impor- varsity; 
laudable one; !'iowever, more the parties that occurred thii, Finally, as a- first-year stu­ tant that its officers are respon- 2) Urging the administration to 
year. The turnout however, was dent, I have two remaining sive to their opinions and· con- replace former Dean Headrick 
students have input into deci­ quite impressive and consisted years at Buffalo Law School. cerns. as soon as possible with a quali-
sions regarding John Lord of a cross section qf the Law What better incentive than that As a first year law student, I tied dean; and 
•needs to be done so that law 
School's student body. Obvi­ for me to serve my" school. I realize the importance of taking 3) Obtaining quality mainten-
and aesthetically, I will make it ously, some of Buffalo's law want to see changes im­ an active role in student gov- ance of O'Brien Hall. 
a priority to see that the efforts students don't ta.ke exception to Pl!'mented because I will be ernment, and enthusiastically The bulk of the treasurer~s 
SBA's parties. here to experience them I working together with the rest con1inwd on page 5 
O'Brien - both academical(y 
of the present SBA Executive 
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Editorial 
Endorsements: More Trouble 
Than They Are Worth 
After considering the advantages and disadvantages, this news­
paper, in accordance with its long-standing policy, has chosen 
not to endorse candidates in this week's SBA election. Further­
more, we question the wisdom of endorsements in law school 
elections. No one doubts the right of any student to state publicly 
his or her view on SBA candidates. But is it a good idea for school 
organizations or their officers to endorse SBA candidates offi ­
cially? 
This question arises because, in a letter published in the last 
edition of The Opinion (Vol. 26, No. 12), the three outgoing SBA 
Executive Board officers publically endorsed one of the candidates 
running for SBA President. Apparently they got together on their 
own, and made their decision without consulting anyone else on 
SBA. How was this endorsement made? What characteristics were 
they looking for? How well did they know all the candidates? Why 
did they only endorse a candidate in the presidential race? Were 
they out to get someone? And how can anyone know whether 
the endorsement was based upon the cryptic reasons briefly 
stated in their letter, or was made for more private reasons? 
Two issues are presented here. The narrow question is whether 
SBA Executive Board members should endorse candidates. On 
the one hand, an SBA executive officer is in a good position to 
determine the qualifications a candidate needs for that office. But 
such endorsements compromise the custom of executive neutral­
ity . For example,_ the SBA P_resident traditionally do~ not vote at 
SBA Board meetings, remaining instead a non-partisan presiding 
officer. But how can this officer remain non-partisan while actively 
participati 'i1 g in the most partisan event of the year? 
Furthermore, won 't endorsements work to the unfair disadvan­
tage of those candidates who disagree with the current officers 
during the year? Will endorsements perpetuate the 'ins' at the 
expense of the 'outs'? And, if nothing else, doesn't the current 
controversy illustrate how endorsements can divert attention from 
the election itself, which is, after all, the main event? 
The letter from nine SBA directors appearing opposite this col­
umn correctly sets out the problem. Spring elections are ·a new 
thing . Endorsements by SBA officials are likewise a novelty. The 
question is complicated and controversial. Therefore, the whole 
SBA Board ought to have debated the wisdom of endorsements 
before the current officers took their unilateral action. 
·The second, and broader, issue is the value of endorsements 
in general. The whole purpose of an endorsement is to put the 
prestige of the endorser behind one candidate, at the expense of 
the others. How can you, the voting student, judge the soundness 
of an endorsement? Quite simply, you can't. You shouldn't vote 
for or against a candidate simply because someone else says you 
ought to, even if that someone else is a person whose own abilities 
you may respect. There is no reason why you cannot make your 
own decision, based upon your personal contact with the candi ­
dates, the reams of information contained in this special election 
issue, and the candidate debates to be held the afternoon before 
the election. you don't need someone else's help. After all, the 
only endorserhent that really counts is your own. . 
The Opinion will be holding its annual * * * * ** * **'* *
elections for Editorial Board positions 
on Thursday, April 10, at 5 p.m. in 
Room 724. All first and second year 
students are eligible to run. 
*********** 
This letter is written in re­
sponse to the SBA presidential 
"endorsement" which ap­
peared in the last (March 26th) 
edition of The Opinion. 
First, we wish to make clear 
that such "endorsement" was 
the product of three members 
of the SBA Executive Board, 
and not of the 21-member 
Board of Directors. The Board 
of Directors had no knowledge 
that any such endorsement was 
to be made, and had absolutely 
no input into this procedure. 
This year, with overwhelm­
ing approval of both the student 
body and Board of Directors, 
SBA Executive Office elections 
(President, Vice-President, Treas­
urer and Secretary) were 
moved from early fall semester 
to late spring semester. The 
issue of the propriety of office­
holder endorsements of candi­
dates is thus a novel one. We 
believe the issue is of sufficient 
importance to merit discussion 
by the Board as a whole, after 
receiving feedback from the law 
school community. The clan­
destine manner in which the 
three Executive Board mem­
bers went about publishing 
their endorsement shows a 
willful and callous disregard on 
their part to the opinions of the 
law school student body and 
their elected representatives. 
By the time this letter is read, 
the issue of SBA endorsements 
will likely have been aired and 
discussed fully at a weekly SBA 
meeting . We find it regrettable 
that the three· individuals (Lori 
Cohen, Jerry O'Connor and 
Colleen Rogers) shunned the 
input of the Board of Directors 
and the law school community 
in both unilaterally cho,osing 
whether to make endorse­
ments, and deciding whom to 
endorse in the upcoming elec­
tion . 
We trust that students will 
give the Executive Board's "en-
Editor: 
This letter is in reference to executives plan on endorsing 
the recent "endorsement" of a other candidates for executive 
presidential candidate by a positions. However, in anticipa­
majority of the current execu ­ tion of possible endorsements 
tive board. and at the risk of bei'ng pre­
Since I am running for an sumptuous, I choose not to ac­
executive board position, I l:>e­ cept any public endorsement 
lieve it may be viewed as impro­ from these individuals. 
per for me to publicly take a In addition, the present 
stand on the propriety of that executives have been involved 
endorsement. I believe that in moderating the election "de­
· other individuals in this school bates" . Clearly, moderation of 
are addressing that issue. election debates should be by 
I do not know if the present unbiased individuals. Any indi-
dorsement" the amount of 
credence which it deserves, and 
will make their own intelligent 
choices in this election. . 
Sincerely, 
Sim Goldman 
Third Year Director 
Leslie Stroth 
Third Year Director 
Nancy Holtby · 
Second Year Director 
Karen Buckley 
Second Year Director 
Sus11n Biniszkiewii:z 
First Year Director 
Delano Robinson 
Third Year Director 
Joe Jarzembek 
Third Year Director 
Brian Bornstein 
Second Year Director 
Lionel Rigler 
Third Year Director 
cation of public or ·private 
favoritism should disqualify 
such individual from involve­
ment in supposed neutral 
events. 
Therefore, in the interest of 
the integrity of the electoral 
process, the next election de­
bate should be moderated by 
individuals who have not pub­
licly endorsed any candidate . 
To the otherwise would be im­
proper and unethical. 
Jack Luzier 
A Solution to the Marcus Affair 
Law school is an alienating 
experience. Dean Schlegel 
acknowledged this by citing 
(with genuine frustration) th e 
prevalent individualistic (orm 
of education; he would rather 
see grour learning. This is a 
valid but narrow acknowledge­
ment of alienation, leading to 
the conclusion that we do not 
have an ideal educationa l sys­
tem and thus students must rec­
oncile themselves to an 
alienating process. 
The idea that law school is a1 
alienating experience illumin­
ates the dynamics of the family 
law exam dilemma. Students 
sign up for a course but retain 
little control over the cur­
riculum, the presentation, the 
professor's perception of what 
hasorhasnotbeenunderdood 
by the class. Professor Marcus 
suggests that students could 
have consulted with her and ex­
pressed their dissatisfaction.· 
But how affect the power re­
lationships inherent in a lecture 
composed of roughly one 
eighth of the entire law school? 
Would students have gained 
control over curriculum, rate of 
assignment, content of class 
discussion, clarity of informa­
tion .conveyed, ratio of anec­
dote to doctrine, emotional 
tone of a critique of a dearly­
held value? Surely, one ma·y 
argue, approaching the profes­
sor is a step. But this fails to 
account for the fact that stu ­
dents arrive a~, class already 
having experienced alienation . 
(I am not asking for approval , I 
am just asking for insight.) 
The family law class may 
have been more frustrating 
than some others because of its 
size and the style of the profes­
sor and even the ambiguous 
thrust of the course. Possibly 
the class held a recalcitrant at­
titude towards new and radical 
ideas. Yet, doesn't the require­
ment that students :,ad to 
reexamine their values bear 
crucially on their difficulty in to l­
erating the frustration that 
comes with trying to grasp a 
course? 
I o/ lieve that it is a healthy 
response on the part of stu­
dents to talk amongst them­
selves, to give each other sup­
port, to acknowledge the broad 
and ambiguous nature of the 
exam, to express frustration 
with the course as a whole . 
Where, then, does one draw the 
line between contact that les­
sens alienation and "cheat­
ing " ? During any popular upris­
ing, authorities are forced to 
~sh defin~tiorial lines to ex­
tremes unacceptable under 
other circumstances. The Su­
preme Court in Blaisdale held a 
breach of contract not to be a 
breach under the cir­
cumstances of the Great 
Depression. The administration 
fears to put i~s own integrity in 
question by tolerating a breach 
of test-taking duty. Yet, as in 
Blaisdale, the breach is so wide­
spread that the norm itself may 
be forced to conform. To some 
degree, students responded to 
a more-than-ordina r ily-alien ­
ated situation by' taking control 
into their own hands. It was 
suggested that each student, 
having heard a vague and pos­
sibly incorrect version of one or 
both of the exam questions, ask 
the professor whether it was al­
right to take the exam. How ab­
surd! The student is expected 
to yield up every iota of 
power - even the personal de­
cision as to whether their expo­
sure to information makes 
them ineligible-to be examined 
in a course. And paradoxically, 
those students with most 
knowledge of the exam ques­
tions would have been best 
suited to judge the value of their 
premature exposure. Since the 
questions were broad and 
vague, it is unlikely that a stu­
dent would have disqualified 
hini or herself by virtue of that 
exposure. It is only by reference 
to an external and- .alienated 
continued on page 5 
Moynihan Accepts Invit;ation 
ets. 
Any first or se·cond year stu­
dents interested· in being an 
usher ori the day of Commence­
mei:it should leave a note in my 
box (#720). Any assistance 
would be greatly _appreciated. 
Let's enjoy II 
Gina M. Peca 
We are finally getting some­
where with Commencement! 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan has ac­
cepted our invitation to speak 
at our Commencement. In addi­
tion, Prof. Joyce will be the Fac­
ulty Speaker and Walter Ramos 
the Student Speaker. 
We are planning .a picnic for 
Commencement weekend and 
t!ie party at the Marriott is com­
ing along. We will be asking stu­
dents to determine how·many 
tickets_they are going to need 
for the reception so that we may 
order enough food. Tickets wifl , ' 
be $2 each for the first five, and 
$1 each for any additional tick-
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hours and the COO budget. selection. He would like to see 
Williams also believes stu­ a system developed where stu­
dents should have "input into dents who are interested in a­
the initial law school budget de­ seminar on a particular sub­
cisions" and should be in­ ject could petition the faculty to 
volved in lobbying efforts with consider the request. 
the state legislature to insure When asked if he supports 
the school is provided for. the idea-of SBA passing resolu­
When asked if he tholJght it was tions purporting to reflect stu­
realistic for law students to en- dent opinion on controversial 
.. gage in such ambitious ac­ political issues, he replied that 
tivities, he said "it is very realis­ such resolutions would have 
tic" and again cited his under­ much _greater impact if they 
graduate experiences. were passed by the student 
Brett Gilbert supports a long body in a referendum. "The 
list of specific programs. For very . act of holding a referen­
starters, he would like to see dum is a newsworthy .event", 
word processors installed in the and as an example .he pointed 
law library, and student training out the Brown University stu­
in their use. "Other schools dent referendum on nuclear 
have walls lined with them." He weapons. 
believes that the late grading Todd Bullard is mostly con­
practices of some professsors cerned with the internal opera­
are· "ethically · inexcusable. I'm tion of the SBA, and its relation­
a [UB Philosophy] teacher, and ship to student organizations 
I have to get my grades in in and the student body. . He be­
four days." He thinks that legal lieves that as Vice Preside.flt this 
ethics could be taught in a more year he received poor· treat­
serious manner here. "We ment from other SBA officers, 
could start by using law school especially from President 1.ori 
ethical considerations, such as Cohen, whom he called "vindic­
cheating, as a starting point for tive." He is especially upset that 
discussions." the other officers secretly got 
Like Williams, Gilbert be­ together and ag~eed to endorse 
lieves that there should be another presidential candidate, 
more student input in course and he does not attempt to con­
selection. Both propose a com­ ceal his bitterness. But he be­
mittee with 50% student mem­ lieves he would avoid such 
bership. But while Williams' problems next year. 
committee would be involved "Our biggest problem is lack 
with all aspects of academic de­ of communication, both '-ithin 
cisionmaking, Gilbert is pro­ the SBA and within the stadent 
posing a more limited commit­ body." He believes the key is 
tee that would act as. an advis­ better publicity, and proposes 
ory board to the faculty in the that SBA set up a communica­
areas of course offerings and tions committee. He also thinks 
Biniszkiewicz 
system required by Sub Board. practice is- that the Treasurer 
As a first year director, I've selects the committee mem­
also had a chance to see how bers. There is potential for 
the SBA operates. Chairing the abuse in such a system, and it 
rules committee has given me - should be eliminated. 
a chance to help write changes Another thing I would like to 
to the present SBA constitution, -. see changed is the present sys­
and also to acquire some in­ tem of allocating monies for 
sight into how (and whether! .law school students to attend 
the system can be changed . conferences. Currently, the 
That brings me to the subject Board of Directors usually ap­
of what I ~ould like to see proves $75 per conference . The 
changed. $75- limit rule was initiated in 
In my opinion, the Finance the interests of fairness, but it 
Committee should be selected results in something that falls 
by the same process - and by far short of that goal. So far, all 
the same committee - that de­ of the conference money re­
termines who will serve on quests have had merit, but 
committees like Library, Dean under this system, one student 
Search, and FSRB. Current traveling to Washington gets 
Marcus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
standard that a student should ment. It is dangerous, it is al­
have yi~lded that decision back ways dangerous, to make an 
to the professor. The adminis­ exception. But there is more 
tration insists on the form of the than one example to set, more 
act, while the students insist on than one problem to solve. This 
the substance of their decision. _is a school. If the deans want 
When viewed from this per­ the students to learn, then the 
spective, even those who con­ dean·s· should teach . This 
sciously and carefully trans­ phenomenon was, in a sense, 
ferred the exam questions be­ a popular uprising, but it was 
tween themselves may be re­ also an aggregate of many per-
garded as occupying the far' end ·sonal ·decisions. If the deans 
of a continuum of a response and professors quarrel with the 
to alie,nation. criteria relied upon in form1,1lat­
Professor Berger barked ing those decisions, they 
about setting an example. Dean · should challenge them in a 
Schlegel- meowed in agree- forthright, const_ructive and 
the Secretary's job could be en­
hanced to improve publicity 
and to help keep the executive 
board in touch with each other 
and with other SBA directors. 
As the current Vice President, 
he thinks that the position 
should be expanded. "My Vice 
President will assist me in deal­
ing with the Law School and 
University Administration." He 
also sees the Vice President 
maintaining contact with other 
· university student govern­
ments and organizations, as 
well as engaging in his own or 
her own "pet projects." ' 
Bullard would like to see SBA, 
meet only once · every two 
weeks, rather than weekly as is 
now the case. The time in· be­
tween could be used for such 
things as a proposed Organiza­
tional Caucus, where represen­
tatives of all law school student 
organizations could meet 
monthly and coordinate ac­
tivities and contributions. He 
would like to "avoid back stab­
bing between organizations" 
which he sees happening now, 
especially in the budget pro­
cess. He would also like tc:i see 
, better orientation for newly 
elected SBA directors. "My 
whole theme is more organiza­
tion and more unity." 
Bullara also proposes to hold 
formal Student/Faculty panel 
discussions or forums, where 
students could voice concerns 
to faculty members. "A student 
moderator would direct com­
ments into positive areas." He 
believes stuqents should "con­
tinue to agitate for a permanent 
• • • • • .• • • • • • • • 
$75, three students attending a 
conference in Californ_ia each 
get $25, and 20 students travel ­
ing to Chicago collect a whop­
ping $3.75 apiece. Besides the 
economic unfairness of such a 
system, the,re is no relationship 
between money spent and ben­
efit to the school. I would like 
to see a program set up 
whereby money would be allo­
cated on a basis of number of 
students attending, and cost of 
the conference would be 
wei1;1hes! against value to the 
school. One method of doing 
this would be to consider re­
quests for conference funds to­
gether, instead of on a case-by­
case basis as is presently done. 
• • • • • • continued from page 4 
thoughtful manner. I do not 
offer a perfect method for ac­
complishing this task. But 
granting amnesty and asking 
students to come in and talk is 
a way to stimulate thinking and 
both directly and indirectly.dis­
seminate to students new 
criteria for making future deci­
sions. The very point of Profes­
sor Marcus' course in family 
law was to empower the stu­
dent to question values and 
translate them into action. 
Elan Gerstmann 
clean, and not acquiesce to the something if a committee was 
plan for an interim dean." And chaired by a seasoned faculty 
in general, he hopes _students member, she replied "I can be 
would get more involved in law a real pest, and am not discour­
school concerns. "I would want aged easily. I'm willing to put 
to see Schlegel's appointment in as much time as is neces­
book filled with students want­ sary." 
ing to see him." 
Vicky Argento's biggest con­ Argento also b-,lieves that the 
cern, like Bullard's, is lack of faculty should be more in­
communication. "People don't volved in or at · least informed 
know what's going on.'' She about SBA and other student 
would want to speak at first activities. She would like to 
year orientation, and also send them an SBA newsletter 
spend a few moments in some and invite them to attend SBA 
classes to explain "what's hap­ meetings. She also envisio;,s 
pening in SBA. "Students student/faculty forums where 
might not be so dissatisfied if students could ask faculty 
someone was willing to go to members questions on either 
them." She also would like to special or general issues in a 
establish regular office hours structured environment. She 
for stuclents to get a hold of her_ cited the recent meeting on the 
in the SBA office, and wants to academic honesty code with 
set up an SBA suggestion box. Schlegel as a good example. 
A student activities bulletin 
board protected by glass doors When asked about the prob­
and maintained by the SBA lem of late grades, she 
Secretary would also help, she suggested that SBA might com­
believes. pile a public list of the worst of­
fenders to help inform unsus­
Also like Bullard, Argento is pecting students. But it was 
mostly concerned with the op­ pointed that this just accommo­
eration of the SBA as an effec­ dated the problem rather than 
tive student government. For solved it. Students would 
example, earlier this spring, the choose professors based upon 
SBA heard reports that some their grading speed rather than 
law school committees were their academic qualifications. In 
not meeting . "The student com­ fact, her idea might encourage 
mittee members should report procrastinating instructors 
to the SBA about what is going since their students couldn't 
on with their committees. And complain about lack of notice 
if they are not meeting, the SBA of grading practices. After con­
president should meet with the sidering these points, she agreed 
chairman and find out why." that the idea of publicizing late 
When asked whether she ' grading practices maybe wasn't 
thought she could accomplish such a good one after all. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • cnntinued from page 3 
Probably one of the best ways between the Treasurer and stu­
to accomplish this would be to dent organizations. The most 
hold hearings before the Fi­
consistent complaints I have 
nance Committee once or twice 
heard are that vouchers aren't 
a semester, and then have the 
properly submitted and thatcommittee's recommendations 
money is too slow in coming . I 
on conference funds presented 
have no magic solution, but I 
to the SBA Board of Directors 
do know that something has to
for final vote. It's true that it 
be done. I'm open to construc­
would be somewhat rTJOre com­
tive suggestion, and if the solu­
plicated than the present 
tion would be to hold occas­
system, but it seems to me that 
sional meetings with organiza­
right now w e're penalizing the 
tion representatives, or to at­
p·rograms that inspire the most 
tend an occasional organization
interest. meeting, I'm willing to try. 
In short, I know it's a tough 
The last issue I'd like to ad­ job, but I want it anyway. If 
dress is probably by far the elected, I'll do my best. Please 
most important: coordination give me your vote . 
Gilbride ..... . • • • • • • continued from page 3 
duties, however, involve a these demands to the best of 
number of administrative func­ .11y ability with fairness and ef­
tions; namely, working with the ficit0ncy. I would appreciate 
finance committee, handling your - support and urge 
budget proposals, and disburs­ everyone to make an informed 
ing funds. To these ends I can choice. 
only promise that_I will meet 
******** 
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SB!. candidatt!.f (I 10 r): Jac!k lu:il'r. Briar. Born.flt!in . f!_rt/1 Gilbert, John Williams. Nancy Sttigt!r. Todd Bullard. Vicky Argt!nto, 
Susan Biniszkitwicz. Ttrry Gilbride. 
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Text of Proposed SBA Constitutional Changes 
Proposed SBA Constitutional 
Changes: 
(As mentioned elsewhere ir, 
this issue, the SBA is proposing 
that the following five changes 
be made to its constitution. 
Each of these amendments 
must be approved by a majority 
of the student body in a referen­
dum to be h_eld along with the 
election of officers. i 
Proposal #1 : Revision of com­
mittee selection system : 
This proposal completely re­
works Article V of the Constitu-
tion . ;rhe proposed Article V 
reads: 
Section 1: The Committees of the SBA 
shall be as provided for in the By-Laws. 
Section 2: Except as provided for in the 
By-Laws, appointments to Law School 
and University committees will be made 
in the same manner and at the same time 
as appointments to committees of the 
SBA. 
Section 3: Appointments Committee 
·, _The Appointments Committee will 
be chaired by the President of the SBA, 
and will include the Vice-President, Sec-
retary, Treasurer and any other Directors 
who wish to participate. 
2. As soon as practical after the Fall 
elections, the Appointments Committee 
will publicize available committee posi­
t ions and interview prospective candi­
dates in accordance with the By-Laws. 
Interviews shall take place no earlier 
than one week after committee positions 
have been publicized. 
3. Recommendations of the Appoint­
ments Committee will be given to .the 
Board of Directors at the first regular 
SBA meet ing following the interviews. 
Approval of any recommendations will 
be made by a majority of the Board of 
Directors, present and voting , 
Section 4: All committee appointees will 
serve from the time of their confirmation 
by the Board of Directors until th eir suc­
cesso rs are duly confirmed, unless re­
moved under the provisions of Secti on 
5, below . 
Section 5: Shou ld th e Board of Directors, 
fo r any reason, wi sh to terminate th e ap-
pointment of any SBA member to any 
committee, it may do so by a two-thirds 
(213) vote. 
This proposal replaces the 
current Article V, which reads 
as follows : 
Section 1: The Standing Committees of 
the Board shall be Admissions and Re-
cords, Appointments, Athletic and So­
cial , Distinguished Visitor's Forum, Ex­
ternal Affairs, Finance, Placement, Rules, 
and Advisement. 
Section 2: Special Committees may be 
created by th e President or the Board 
from time to time as it is deemed neces­
sary, provided that the creation of such 
Committees and the specific mandate of 
such Committees, shall be made with the 
advice and consent of a majority of the 
Board, present and voting . The President 
shall make appointments to such com­
mittees with the advice and consent of 
a majority of the Board, present and vot­
ing ; ii the President refuses to do so , the 
Board may assume this duty for specific 
Committees by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of 
its members, present and voting. A Spec­
ial Committee shall exist until disbanded 
by a two-thirds (213) vote of the Board, 
present and voting . 
Section 3: Appointments to Committees. 
1. The SBA Appointments Committee 
shall be made up of only m embers of 
the Board. 
2. No Standing or Special SBA Com­
mittee shall have less than five mem-
bers. 
3. Appointments of SBA Officers and 
Directors to Standing and Special SBA 
Committees shall be made by the Presi-
dent with the advice and consent of a 
majority of th e Board , present and vot­
ing, providing that each committee has 
at least 2 members from the Board. 
4. Appointments of SBA Officers and 
Directors to Law School and University 
Committees shall be made by the Presi­
dent with the advice and consent of a 
majority of the Board. present and vot­
ing, providing that each committee has 
at least one m ember from the Board. 
5. The SBA Appointm ents Committee 
may, w ith th e advice and consent of a 
majority of the Board . present and vot­
ing, appoint non-Board members to par­
ticipate as fu ll members of any Standin g 
or Spec ial SBA Committee (except Ap­
pointments) and of any Law School or 
University Committee, under proce­
dµres set forth i'! the By-Laws. 
Section 4: Term of Office ofAppointees. 
1. All Committee members rnu·st be 
appointed as soon as possible after elec­
tions each fall, and shall serve until their 
successors are du ly appointed. 
2. Notwithstanding Paragraph 1, if a 
vacancy occurs in the office of President, 
the terms of all appointees shall end one 
week after the newly elected President 
takes office. During that one week 
period, the President may reappoint, 
without the advice a'nd consent of the 
Board, any appointee. All positions not 
reappointed shall be filled under the pro­
visions of Section 3, above. 
3. Notwithstanding any other provi­
sions in this Constitution , the Board may, 
upon the motion of any member of the 
SBA, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of those 
present and voting, terminate the ap­
pointment of any committee member, 
including that of an officer specifically 
designated to a committee under the lan­
guage of this Constitution. Any vacancy 
occuring under this provision· shall be 
filled under the provisions of Section 3, 
above. 
4. If a vacancy occurs in any committee, 
the vacancy shall be filled under the pro-
visions of Section 3, above. 
Proposal #2: The current Con­
stitution does not include a pro­
vision for amendment. The fol­
lowil)g proposal will be added 
as a new Article VI : 
Section 1: Amendments to this Constitu ­
tion will be proposed by the Board by a 
two-thirds (2/3) vote. and ratified by the 
membership of the SBA by a simple 
majority of the votes cast. 
Section 2: Any referendum for the pur­
pose of Constitutional change will take 
place on two consecutive school days, 
will be well -publicized prior to the vote. 
and will be conducted according to any 
additional rules set forth in the By-Laws. 
Proposal #3: The current Con­
stitution does not provide for 
the temporary replacement of 
officers. The proposal , which 
will revise and expand Article 
111, Section 5 and 6, reads as fol ­
lows : 
Section 5: Tempo·rary Absence 
•HOFSTRA 
LAW SCHOOL 
SUMMER SESSIONS 1986 
SUMMER SESSION I 
May 19 to June 30 
COURSE CREDITS 
Commercial Paper 3 
Conflicts of Law 3 
Debtor-Creditor 3 
Evidence 4 
Family Law 3 
Law and Medicine 3 
Remedies 3 
Secured Transactions 3 
The Child, The Family 
and The State 3 
Ur,fair Trade Practices 3 
Wills, Trusts and Estates 4 
SUMMER SESSION II 
July 1 to August 11 
COURSE CREDITS 
Administrative Law 3 
Comparative Law 3 
Federal Courts 3 
Federal Income Taxation 
of Individuals 4 
International Law 3 
Legal lss_ues in 
Public Education 3 
Legislative Process 3 
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Holalra U-llty 11 an aqu■ I educational opportunity lnathutlon. 
and Permanent Vacancy in 
Elective Office : 
1. Temporary absence : Offic­
ers or directors are temporary 
absent when they are tem­
porarily unable to carry out the 
responsibilities of their position 
or when their position has been 
declared permanently vacant 
and no successor has been 
elected. 
2. Substitution of a temporar.­
ily absent officer : 
a) A temporary substitute 
may be appointed whenever an 
officer is temporarily absent or 
whenever an officer temporar­
ily assumes another SBA office. 
b) If the President is tem­
porarily absent, the Vice Presi­
dent shall temporarily assume 
that office. If another officer is 
temporarily absent, the board 
may appoint a board member 
to serve as a temporary substi­
tute. 
c) A class director who is ap­
pointed a temporary substitute 
officer shall also continue to 
serve as a class director. 
d) A temporary substitute of­
ficer shall serve until the perma­
nent officer returns from a tem·­
pory absence or until a new.of­
ficer is elected. A candidate 
elected in the regularly sched­
uled spring elections of officers 
shall immediately replace a 
temporary substitute officer. 
e) No temporary substitute 
shall be appointed for class di­
rectors who are temporarily ab­
sent. 
3) Permanent Vacancy : 
a) The Board .shall declare an 
elective office permanently vac­
ant if the holder of the position 
resigns, is removed from office, 
or is temporarily absent for 
more than four (4) consecutive 
class weeks or four (4) consecu­
tive SBA meetings, which ever 
'is less. 
b) If a permanent vacancy oc­
cures in the office of President, 
the Vice President shall assume 
that office for the ·remander of 
the term. The office of Vice 
President shall then be declared 
permanently ·vacant. 
c) If a permanent vacancy oc­
cures in an elective office other 
than the office of President and 
there are more than seven.class 
weeks before the next regularly 
scheduled election of executive 
board officers or, in the case of 
a vacancy in a class director 
position, seven weeks before 
the end of the semester, an 
election must be held to fill the 
term, such election to take plc1ce 
no later.than eighteen (18) ciass 
days after the vacancy occurs. 
The .election may be waived at 
the difcretion of the SBA Board 
if no more than one candidate 
meets the requirements for a 
valid candidacy as determined 
by SBA. 
Section 6: No member may 
hold more than one permanent 
position as a member of the 
Board of Directors at one time, 
and shall have only one vote. 
The current Article Ill Section 
5 and 6, which would be re­
placed by the above proposal, 
reads as follows: 
1. If a vacancy occurs in an elective 
office and there are more than J orty­
eight (48) class days left in the term of 
office of the departed Board members, 
and election must be held to fill the term, 
such election to take place no later than 
eighteen (18) class days after the vacancy 
occurs. The election may be w aived at 
the discretion of the SBA Board if no 
more than one candidate meets the re-
co111i11ued 011 page 7 
Master of Laws · 
Boston University 
School of Law 
A unique, multidisciplinary course of study 
offering a singular educational opportunity 
for lawyers who wish to practice in this 
dynamic, fast growing area of specialization 
Taught by faculty of the Boston Un'iversity 
School of Law. management experts. and 
eminent banking law attorneys, this innova­
tive program provides an exceptional blend 
of intellectual and practical education at one 
of the nation's foremost law schools . The 
curriculum has been meticulously designed 
to provide courses covering the full range of 
banking law subjects and courses specially 
developed to introduce lawyers to the legal, 
economic and managerial aspects of the 
financial services industry. . 
Applications are now being accepted for 
full or part-time enrollment in 
September 1986. 
For a catalog c~utaininf( dt"tailed 
information and appli('ation fonns, writt": 
Graduate Progra,, 01 Bankiilf( Law Sturlit-s 
Morin Center for Bankiilf( Law Studit"s 
Boeton Univf'nih' &hool of Law 
765 Commonwealth Avemlt" 
Boeton, Muea('ht1Rlls 0'2215 
or call: 617/353-30'23 
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The Buffalo Law Review is pleased to announce 
the election results for the 1986-87 Editorial Board: 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF EXECUTIVE ED)TOR 
/ Paul Wessel Keith A . Fab1 . 
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT 
David Flynn Mary Ellen Gunnison Martha Post 
BUSINESS EDITOR SYSTEMS EDITOR 
Christopher Doyle Steven Katz 
PROFESSIONAL ARTICLES DEPARTMENT 
ARTICLES EDITORS 
John K. Lapiana Evan Shapiro 
Hugh M. Russ, III Jane Smith 
BOOK REVIEW EDITOR 
Robert Lehrman 
STUDENT ARTICLES DEPARTMENT 
HEAD NOTE AND COMMENT EDITOR 
. Thomas L. Jipping 
NOTE AND COMMENT EDITORS 
\ 
the Faculty. _Staff, and Administration of the Buffalo Law School 
during the upcoming year. 
•
)\1iriam Bandes Karen Grasberger William C. Schoelkopf 
Phil Chamot John Harris Robert Simpson 
James Hunt 
SENIOR EDITORS 
Anne Adams Bruce .W. Hoover Steven Ricca 
Bradford P. Anderson JamesG. Hunt Joel Schecter..~-
SpencerG. Feldman Susan Kreidler Eric Snyder 
Janice Furioso John L. Martin Samuel M . Spiritos 
James Hazel Bonnie L. Mettica Martin Zuffranieri 
Nelson Scott Pierce 
The new Editorial Board looks forward to working with 
■ And don't forget ... you You are eligible for $400 
must receive at least a eve~·f you don't finance 
bachelor's degree or a you urchase. Use it 
state RN license between towa your down pay­
October 1, 1985 and Sep­ ment or get a check from 
tember 30, 1986. Ford after the purchase \.,_ 
I. or lease. 
These Vehicles Are 
The amount of your pre­Included In The Plan approved credit is deter­Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, mined by the qualified Tempo, Mustang, vehicle yoq buy.Thunderbird 
Mercury: Lynx, Topaz,. If a vehicle is not in 
Capri, Cougar dealer stock, it must 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, be ordered by June 1, 
Bronco II, Ranger, 1986. Delivery of all 
F-150 & F-250 vehicles must be taken 
by August 31, 1986. 
For complete details on 
how to get your $400 
plus pre-approved credit, 
call the toll-free number 
today . .. 
1-800-457-4065 
With ,this ad ... 
PACKAGE OF 501 Includes 
• Typeset 1 pg. resumes (8½ x11, black inl<)' 
• 50 Matching Blank Sheets 
• 50 Matching Blank Envelopes 
NOW $-~l¥j~Hi> 
CHOOSE FROM 
VARIOUS TYPESTYLES & PAPERS! 
3 DA Y-SERV/CE - SAVE $5.00 NOW 
Save this coupon. Expires 4/30/86 
Serving North & South Campuaesl 
1678 Niagara Falla.Blvd.. 3171 Main Street 
Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150 Buffalo, NY 14214 
834-7046 835-0100 
It's Easy To Qualify 
For $400 from Ford 
Motor Company · 
■ You must receive at 
least a bachelor's aegree 
or a state RN license 
between October 1, 1985 
and September 30, 1986. 
For Pre-approved 
Credit from Ford 
Credit 
■ You must have verifi­
able employment that 
begins within 120 days 
of your qualifying vehi­
cle purchase at a salary 
sufficient to cover ordi­
nary living expenses and, 
your vehicle payment. 
·■ Your credit record, if 
you have one, mus~ indi­
cate payment made as 
agreed. 
quirements for a valid candidacy as de­
termined by SBA. 
a) During the period between the res­
ignation of the Board member and the 
installation of lhe newly elected Board 
member, the President may, if necessary 
appoint an individual to fill the vacancy, 
with the advice and consent of a majority 
of the Board, present and voting. 
2. If there are less than forty-eight 148) 
class days left in the term of office of the 
departed Board member, the President 
may appoint a successor to fill out the 
term, with the advice and consent of a 
majority of the Board, present and vot­
ing. 
Section 6: No member may hold more 
than one position as a member of the 
803rd of Directors at one time. 
Proposal #4: R~vision to pow­
ers of the Board of Directors: 
Article IV, Section 1, paragraph 
3 currently reads as follows : 
3. The Board shall additionally be em-
powered to make any and all By-Laws, 
give or withhold its advice and consent 
to such activities as this Constitution or 
any rules promulgated in pursuance 
thereof shall require, pursue disciplinary 
actions against officers and.SBA mem­
bers according to whatever procedures 
are provided in Article VII of this Con­
stitution and the parliamentary authority 
herein adhered to, and generally exer­
cise whatever powers mwy be granted 
to it by other Articles of this Constitution . 
The proposal modifies the 
end of this paragraph to read 
as follows: 
The Board shall additionally 
be empowered to . . . pursue 
disciplinary action~ including 
suspension or expulsion, 
against officers and SBA 
members according to what 
eve~ procedures are provided 
for in this Constitution, the SBA 
By-Laws, and Robert's Rules of 
Order ... 
Proposal #5: Modification of 
the powers of the President-and 
Vice President: The proposal 
revises Article IV, Section 2 and 
3 to read as follows : 
Section 2: The duties of the 
President shall include, but not 
be limited to: 
1) Preside Ol(er all meetings 
the Board as per Robert's 
ules of Order, this Constitu­
ion and the rules promulgated 
n persuance thereof, 
2) Be a member and chair­
man of the SBA Appointments 
Committee, 
3) Be responsible for the 
execution of all resolutions 
passed by the Board . 
Section 3: The duties of the Vice 
President shall include but tiot 
be limited to : 
1) Assume the duties of the 
President in the President's ab­
sence, 
2) Assist in the execution of 
the duties of the President 
The current Article IV, Section 
2 and 3 reads as follows : 
Section 2: The duties of the President 
shall be to : 
1. Preside over all meetings of the 
Board as per Robert's Rules of Order, 
this Constitution and the rules promul­
·gated in pursuance thereof, 
2. Serve as a member ex officio of all 
committees of the SBA and the law 
school, 
3. Serve on the Budget and Program 
Review Committee, 
4. Be a member and chairman of the 
SBA Appointments Committee, ' 
5. Be responsible for the execution of 
all resolutions passed by the Board. 
Section 3: The duties of the Vice Presi­
dent shall be to : 
1. Assume the duties of the President 
in hi s absence, · 
2. Be a me;;J,er and chairman of the 






Pan American World Airlines 
·. on " Airline Survival in 
the Era of Deregulation" 
April 11, 1986 at 3:00p.m. 
212 O'Brian Hall 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
L·aw Revue Unorganized and 
Uneven, But Still a Good Tillle , 
by Susan Clerc 
A sizable crowd gathered at 
the Tralfamadore Cafe Sunday, 
March 23, to drink and talk, and 
ignore the 50th Annual Law 
Revue. The program, which in- .' 
eluded more music and less 
comedy than last year, doubled 
as a telethon to raise money to 
buy the law school a dean. In 
spite of a special appearance by 
Mr. Tax himself, Lou Del Cotto, 
to explain charitable contribu­
tions, Dean-Aide failed to raise 
a dime. 
Dubbed by some "the show 
that would not end," the 1986 
Law Revue suffered from a lack 
of organization as well as view­
er apathy. Last minute rehear-
\ sal went on (and on) well after 
'-the room began to fill. No one 
knew when the Revue would 
start. Indeed, many in the audi­
ence failed to notice that it had 
started, so intent were most on 
discussing who's going with 
who, who's going where, and 
who 's getting what interviews. 
When those present did pry 
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conversations it was for the 
benefit of the bartender. On­
stage activities were a mere dis- \ 
traction. .I 
As a consequence 'of the in­
cessant droning from the ta­
bles, most musicians and sing-· 
ers were hard pressed to make 
themselves heard. Performers 
in the second half had also to 
contend with an uncooperative 
sound system. Due to either, or 
both, of these factors Paul Karp 
and his guitar, Forrest Strauss 
and his piano, Karen Vance and 
the 17th century, and Tim Howe 
and his pigeons were inaudible 
to anyone seated amid the 
Babel beyond the first ring ·of 
tables. The Hot . Cargo String 
Band fared somewhat better, 
due solely to their numbers, but 
a fair evaluation ohheir perfor­
mance is still impossjble. No 
doubt those who heard the acts 
were pleased. The show-steal­
ers were the last up, a group 
described in the program as a 
"very Hot Jau/R&B Band that 
doesn't have a name. " The fsw-i:,__ 
man band easily cfver-
...........+-+-+ ............................................................................. 
Public Interest Law Firms 
A seminar on "Social Changes: The Role and 
Responsibility of Public Interest Law Firms" 
will be held at the Law School on: 
SATURDAY, APRIL 12 
9 am to 1 pm - Room TBA 
Speakers will be: 
FRANK DEALE - Center for Constitutional Rights (NYC) 
JOHN GALEZIOWSKI (UB '80) 
Private Practice (Buffalo) 
JOHN STAINTHORPE (UB '79) 
People's Law Office (Chicago) 
shadowed the rest of the even­
ing's performances and had 
people dancing in the aisles. 
The meagre comedic qffer­
ings showcased the impress­
ionistic talents of second-year 
students Jay Lippman, Brett 
Gilbert, and Dave Brown who 
appeared as Professors Albert, 
Steinfeld, and Spiegelman, re­
spectively (if irreverently). 
CDO's own Audrey Koscielniak 
did an eerily accurate parody of 
herself in the same skit, a spoof 
of "A Christmas Carol." In other 
sketches, listeners were in­
formed by new!,fasters 
Lippman and Dave Ry~hlik that 
Gourman ratings are based in 
part on availability of parking 
spaces and the speed with 
which grades are posted . The 
UB Law School Briefcase Drill 
Tea.m ("The goofiest looking 
guys I've ever seen," according 
· to one third-year student) per­
formed an interpretive dance to 
"Wipe Out." There was surpr i­
singly little topical humor. hn­
elda Marcos was seen in a pitch 
for Master Card, but that other 
...... 
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Research Associate, Center 
for U.S .-Me,xican Studies. 




ASSEMBLY LINE: U.S. 
INDUSTRY IN MEXICO 
Tuesday, April 15 , 1986 
3:30 p.m. 
106 O'Brian Hall 
The Hot 'cargo String Band jams away. 
UB Lim· School Bri~fl'a.<e Drill T,,<1111 : "goofy /ooki11x." 
I.M . was mentioned only once; sus was that this year's Law 
a shrouded Grim Reaper Revue wasn't nearly as good as 
sought the nightmare of a Fam­ last year's. But this judgment 
ily Law victim ... student. might be biasep by the fact that 
Although most performances they could hear last year's Law 
were sound, audience concen- Revue. 
byChapus 
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• 
: SALT OF THE EARTH : 
: A semi-documentary re-creation : 
: of an actual year-long strike of • 
•Mexican-American zinc miners, it used mostly: 
• ,I". • I l fi h . . l ••a non-pro1 esswna cast except or t e prmczpa S'.e 
: The drama centers on the complex, changing: 
: relationship between one of the strikers : 
:(Juan Chacon) and his wife (RosauraRevueltas): 
• Wednesday, April 9, 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. • 
: O'Brian 109, SUNY Buffalo : 
: AUSPICES NLG, GALA, GSA . : 
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